
"Sex Farm" (214) Recorded live at the Music Machine, Los Angeles, 4.5.84

Autographs in South Bend (520) From the Spinal Tap bootleg video. A fan approaches the band during their in-store appearance for "Smell the Glove" orchestrated by Artie Fufkin.


"Big Bottom" (855) Recorded live at the Music Machine, Los Angeles, 4.5.84

Return to Nilford (1403) A segment w/Derek from the NBV special, "A Spinal Tap Reunion," which aired 12.31.92. Later released as a home video, "The Return of Spinal Tap."

Talk With Tap, Part III (1462) From the CD single of "The Majesty of Rock," UK, 1992

Where Are They Now?: Artie Fufkin (2024) From "A Spinal Tap Reunion."

I Just Want My Money (2231) From the TIST bootleg. Ian pressures a promoter while the boys are playing "Heavy Duty." The song is completed by Nigel sampling Boccetini's Minuet from String Quintet in E Major.

"Gimme Some Money" (2576) From "An Evening with Spinal Tap," Rockline, 5.23.92

"We Three Kings" (3001) From "Share the Wonder," a Christmas benefit album, 1993

"Bitch School" (3163) From "Late Night With David Letterman," 1.27.92. The song is followed with a five-minute interview with Dave.

"Rock 'N Roll Nightmare" (4222) A rare song performed at the Music Machine, 4.5.84.

"Sex Farm" (5219) A snippet of Md Tone's treatment of this Tap classic, taken from "A Spinal Tap Reunion."

"Whole Lotta Lord" (5285) A snippet of this Lambblood classic, with Derek on vocals, from a home video shot in February 1989.

Where Are They Now?: Marty DiBerri (5395) From "A Spinal Tap Reunion."

Jeanie Introduces Ricky (000) In this segment from the TIST bootleg, Jeanie introduces a new guitarist to the band shortly after Nigel quit during the 1982 tour. It is followed by a performance of "Hell Hole" with Ricky taking the lead. During the segment, David can be seen shaking his head no at Jeanie.

Now That's Music (590) After the boys get him to try some marijuana, driver Tommy Pashenda offers his rendition of a classic Frank Sinatra tune. The sequence did not make the final cut of "This is Spinal Tap."

The Morning After (892) In this follow-up segment from the Spinal Tap bootleg video, the band gives Tommy shit over his antics the night before.

"(Listen to the) Flower People" (1171) A Calypso version of this 1967 Tap song recorded live at the Music Machine in Los Angeles on 4.5.84. Listen for the funny "Stonehenge" when the band asks for requests.

Radio Promos (1576) This segment from the Spinal Tap bootleg video features Bobbi Fleckman at her best. In the scene, the groupie who Bobbi addresses as "sweetheart" after she announces she's missing a contact lens is nude.

"All the Way Home" (1814) From "An Evening with Spinal Tap," Rockline, 3.23.92

Tape on W11, Cleveland (2118) This segment from the Spinal Tap bootleg tape features Tap on J.J. Barzum's morning show before their performance that evening during the 1982 tour.

The Folksman (2487) The Folksman opened for Tape during several dates on the 1992 tour. In this segment from "A Spinal Tap Reunion," the trio is given the bad news before Tap's Royal Albert Hall gig. The Folksmen then perform for passersby in the London subway.

Where Are They Now? Jeff Beck/LL Bob Hockstratten (2695) This segment from "A Spinal Tap Reunion." features a quick interview with Jeff Beck by MTV deejay Martha Quinn, followed by a visit with Lt. Robert Hockstratten.

"Master Jack" (2855) Speaking of Hockstratten, here's a 1968 hit by Four Jacks and a Jill.

A Visit With Spinal Tap (3210) Actor Barry Bostwick interviews the group for a May 1984 episode of "Saturday Night Live."

"Christmas With the Devil" (3985) The holiday version released as a single in 1984.

"Night After Night" (4650) In 1979, Leanny and the Squintones released their debut album featuring Nigel Tufnel on guitar.

Heavy Duty (partial) (5248) Recorded live at the Music Machine, Los Angeles, 4.5.84